Lewes Priory Trail - Quiz 1
You will find the answers to the questions on the Visitor Boards around the site
Panel 1 What number are the fish ponds on the picture?
What is the small cross made of?
Panel 2 Which herb was used to treat headlice?
Panel 3 Draw one of the tiles that came from the Priory.

DRAW HERE

What treatment was carried out in the Infirmary?
Panel 4 What was the name of the man who demolished the Priory?
Panel 5 Find the Curcuitor.

DRAW HERE

Do you think the other monks liked him?
Draw a pattern from Gundrada’s tomb slab.

Panel 6 How often did the monks have a bath?

DRAW HERE

Draw one of the stone carvings from the
Priory.
What animal do you think it is?
Panel 7 Look at the sign language pictures and practise how to say cheese pie.
Panel 8 Who was Thomas Nelond?
Panel 9 How many toilets were there in this building?
Why were there so many?
Panel 10 Who led the Barons against Henry III at the Battle of Lewes?
Panel 11 What number is John the Baptist Church on the drawing?
When could you speak to the prior?

Lewes Priory Trail - Quiz 1 Answers
Answers in red
Panel 1 What number are the fish ponds on the picture? 27
What is the small cross made of? Walrus ivory
Panel 2 Which herb was used to treat headlice? Lavender
Panel 3 Draw one of the tiles that came from the Priory.

DRAW HERE

What treatment was carried out in the Infirmary?
Blood letting
Panel 4 What was the name of the man who demolished the Priory? Portinari
Panel 5 Find the Curcuitor.

DRAW HERE

Do you think the other monks liked him? No
Draw a pattern from Gundrada’s tomb slab.

Panel 6 How often did the monks have a bath?

DRAW HERE

Twice a year
Draw one of the stone carvings from the
Priory.
What animal do you think it is?
Panel 7 Look at the sign language pictures and practise how to say cheese pie.
Panel 8 Who was Thomas Nelond? 25th Prior
Panel 9 How many toilets were there in this building? 59
Why were there so many?
so the monks didn’t have to queue- not much time between services
Panel 10 Who led the Barons against Henry III at the Battle of Lewes?
Simon de Montfort
Panel 11 What number is John the Baptist Church on the drawing? 16
When could you speak to the prior? when he gave permission

